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Outline
• Requirements from cLFV search 
experiments 

• μ→eγ & μ→eee 

• μ-e conversation  

• Target material, shape, and 
cooling 

• Muon transport

proton beam

muon stopping 
target

pion production 
target



• Muons to be stopped on a target 

• target should be as thin as possible 
(100-200μm ) to suppress the multiple 
scattering effect on the decay particles 

• Coincidence in the final state 

• μ→eγ 

• μ→eee 

• Multi-layer stopping target is not preferred 
for the purpose of vertex finding

Muon cLFV Search Experiments 
μ→eγ&μ→eee



Requirements from 
Experiments

• Confidence-Type experiments 
(μ→eγ&μ→eee) requires muon beam with 
minimum momentum spread at low energy 

• Surface muon is best 

• Target should be optimized to produce the 
surface muon beam 

• Only positive muon 

• Muon beam time structor 

• determined by the proton beam time 
structure
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• Graphite target 
• Radiation cooling



Target Performance
• Standard target 
configuration is good enough 

• R&D to improve muon 
stopping efficiency 

• Muon cooling 

• Angela Papa’s presentation 
“MuCool at PSI”

Andreas Knecht



Muon cLFV Experiments 
μ-e conversion searches

• Muonic atom formation by stopping 
negative muons in a material 

• Transition to 1S state by emitting X-ray 

• “Decay” or “captured” with a lifetime of 
~1μsec 

• Signal electron identified with its 
characteristic energy emitted with a 
delayed timing 

• Ee = mμ-EB-Erecoil≒100MeV 

• DIO background

!0 in Eq. (21) is the normalization factor, which can be
expressed in terms of r0 and a. For the muon mass,
aluminum mass and the fine-structure constant we use
the values m" ¼ 105:6584 MeV, mAl ¼ 25133 MeV,
# ¼ 1

137:036 , and remember that we take the electron to
be massless. We numerically solve the radial Dirac equa-
tions for the muon and the electron, with the charge dis-
tribution in Eq. (21), to obtain the wavefunctions. For the
muon energy, we obtain

E" ¼ m" " Eb ¼ 105:194 MeV; (23)

which gives the end-point energy

E"e ¼ E" " E2
"

2mAl
¼ 104:973 MeV: (24)

Electron screening will increase the end-point energy in
Eq. (24) by about þ0:001 MeV and similarly shift the
overall spectrum. That small effect is negligible for our
considerations. Recall that the sum over K in Eq. (18) goes
from 0 to1, we include as many terms inK as necessary in
order to get three-digit precision for each point of the
spectrum. This requires about 30 terms near m"=2 and
fewer terms in the low- and the high-energy parts of the
spectrum.

We present the result of the numerical evaluation of the
high-energy region of the electron spectrum in Fig. 1. The
squares in the figure are the spectrum with recoil effects,
from Eq. (18). For comparison, we also show the result
obtained by neglecting recoil effects, from Eq. (10), as the
triangles. The right plot in the figure is a zoom for
Ee > 100 MeV, the solid and dashed lines on this
plot correspond to the Taylor expansions in Eqs. (19) and
(20), respectively. Terms up to K ¼ 4 were included in
Fig. 1. Figure 2 presents a detail of the electron spectrum
very close to the high-energy end-point in linear scale. We
can appreciate in that figure how the spectra with (solid
line) and without (dashed line) recoil effects tend to zero at
the corresponding endpoints (the end-point without recoil
is at Ee ¼ E"). To make our results easier to use, we
mention that the polynomial

PðEeÞ & a5$
5 þ a6$

6 þ a7$
7 þ a8$

8; (25)

with

a5 ¼ 8:6434' 10"17; a6 ¼ 1:16874' 10"17;

a7 ¼"1:87828' 10"19; a8 ¼ 9:16327' 10"20;
(26)

the energies expressed in MeV, and

$ ¼ E" " Ee "
E2
e

2mAl
; (27)

fits very well the result for the electron spectrum in alumi-
num normalized to the free decay rate (squares in Fig. 1)
for all Ee > 85 MeV (i.e., the difference between Eq.(25)
and the squares in Fig.1 is not larger than the uncertainties
discussed in the next section ). Note that, in order to obtain
a better fit for the whole Ee > 85MeV region, the value of
a5, in Eq. (25), was not constrained to be that of the leading
coefficient of the Taylor expansion in Table I.
For completeness, we also show the spectrum for the full

range of electron energies in Fig. 3 as the circles, from
Eq. (10). Terms up to K ¼ 31 were included in this plot.
The total decay rate for muon decay-in-orbit in aluminum
is obtained by integrating the spectrum in Fig. 3. The result
we obtain is
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FIG. 2 (color online). Detail of the electron spectrum for
aluminum very close to the high-energy end-point with (neglect-
ing) nuclear-recoil, represented as the solid (dashed) line.
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FIG. 3. Electron spectrum for aluminum. Left plot: linear scale; right plot: logarithmic scale.
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Experimental searches for lepton-flavor-violating coherent muon-to-electron conversion in the field of a

nucleus, have been proposed to reach the unprecedented sensitivity of 10!16–10!18 per stopped muon. At

that level, they probe new interactions at effective-mass scales well beyond 1000 TeV. However, they must

contend with background from ordinary bound muon decay. To better understa560nd the background-

spectrum shape and rate, we have carried out a detailed analysis of Coulombic-bound-state muon decay,

including nuclear recoil. Implications for future experiments are briefly discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

From the observation of neutrino oscillations, we now
know that lepton flavors (electron, muon and tau number)
are not conserved. However, the mixing and small neutrino
mass differences seen in oscillations have negligible effect
on charged-lepton-flavor-violating (CLFV) reactions such
as ! ! e" or # ! !" (now predicted to occur with un-
observable tiny branching ratios of about 10!54). So, if
charged-lepton flavor violation were to be experimentally
detected, it would have to come from ‘‘new physics’’ such
as supersymmetry, heavy neutrino mixing, leptoquark in-
teractions, or some other extension of the standard model.
In that way, charged-lepton number violating reactions
provide a discovery window to interactions, beyond stan-
dard model expectations, reaching effective-mass scales
above Oð1000 TeVÞ [1,2].

Because muons can be copiously produced at accelera-
tors and are relatively long lived (2:2 !s), they have been
at the forefront of searches for CLFV [1,2]. One reaction
that can be probed with particularly high sensitivity is the
muon-electron conversion in a muonic atom,

!! þ ðA; ZÞ ! e! þ ðA; ZÞ; (1)

where ðA; ZÞ represents a nucleus of atomic number Z and
mass number A. Various experiments have been performed
over the years to search for this process [3]. The most
recent, and stringent, results come from the SINDRUM II
Collaboration [4], which reports an upper limit of
7% 10!13 for the branching ratio of the conversion process
relative to muon capture in gold, and a similar unpublished
bound for titanium. Several new efforts are being planned.
In the nearest future, the DeeMe Collaboration [5] has
proposed to reach 10!14 sensitivity. Larger scale searches,
Mu2e at Fermilab [6] and COMET at J-PARC [7], aim for
sensitivities below 10!16. In the long run, intensity up-
grades at Fermilab and the proposal PRISM/PRIME at
J-PARC may allow them to reach the 10!18 sensitivity, a

limit only accessible with muon-electron conversion in
nuclei. For comparison, the current best upper bound on
the branching ratio of the decay! ! e", set by the MEGA
experiment, is 1:2% 10!11 (90% confidence level) [8]. For
some mechanisms of CLFV, the conversion process is less
sensitive than ! ! e" by a factor on the order of a few
hundred [9]. But even in those cases, a 10!14 conversion
search is more sensitive than this best current bound, and
may be competitive with the new search for! ! e" by the
MEG experiment [10]. In addition, the conversion process
is also sensitive to CLFV chiral conserving amplitudes that
do not contribute to ! ! e".
The success of the conversion searches depends criti-

cally on control of the background events. The signal for
the!! e conversion process in Eq. (1) is a monoenergetic
electron with energy E!e, given by

E!e ¼ m! ! Eb ! Erec; (2)

where m! is the muon mass, Eb ’ Z2$2m!=2 is the bind-
ing energy of the muonic atom, and Erec ’ m2

!=ð2mNÞ is
the nuclear-recoil energy, with $ the fine-structure con-
stant, and mN the nucleus mass. The main physics back-
ground for this signal comes from the so-called muon
decay-in-orbit (DIO), a process in which the muon decays
in the normal way, i.e.!! ! e! !%e%!, while in the orbit of
the atom. Whereas in a free-muon decay, in order to
conserve energy and three-momentum, the maximum elec-
tron energy is m!=2, for decay-in-orbit the presence of an
additional particle (the nucleus), which can absorb three-
momentum, causes the maximum electron energy to be
E!e. Therefore, the high-energy tail of the electron spec-
trum in muon decay-in-orbit constitutes a background for
conversion searches. A detailed study of that background is
the main focus of this work.
Several theoretical studies of the muon decay-in-orbit

have been performed, starting with Ref. [11] about 60 years
ago. Reference [12] presented expressions which allow for
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Requirements from 
μ-e Conversion Experiments
• As many muons as possible 

• The muon stopping target should be thin 
but multi-layer type is acceptable 

• No need of exact vertex finding thanks 
to one electron in the final state 

• This arrow us to use a larger 
momentum range of the muon beam 

• DeeMe is an exception since they adopt a 
different method to perform the search

Lower p μ

Higher p μ

target disks



Principle of DeeMe



Principle of DeeMe
→	DeeMe



J-PARC MLF Target
• Shunske Makimura’s presentation for more details 

• Fixed target (Polycrystalline graphite) had been used in the period from 2009 to 2014, Water 
cooling & thermal conduction  

• Rotating target operational from 2014. Radiation cooling 

• R&D of SiC as a future option → more muon (for all muon users) & another material for 
muonic atom formation (for DeeMe) 

• Beam size 16mm in 2σ



COMET & mu2e
• Both employ MELC idea 

• Pion production target in the gradient 
magnetic field 

• Collect low-momentum pions/muons 
emitted backward 

• Target can be thick along the beam 
direction 

• ~3xσbeam in the orthogonal direction 

• Rotating scheme cannot be used 

• Active cooling 

• Radiation cooling (doing nothing)

SEARCH FOR LEPTON-FLAVOR-VIOLATING RARE MUON PROCESSES 2013
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Fig. 1. Central horizontal cut of the MELC facility: (1) proton target, (2) superconductor solenoid, (3) shield of the solenoid, (4)
steel yoke, (5) transport solenoid and collimator, (6) detector target, (7) coordinate detector, (8) calorimeter, and (9) detector
shield and beam trap.

through the beam-formation system, the muons find
their way to the detector region of the facility, and the
bulk of them stop in the detector target. The magnetic
mirror formed by a nonuniform magnetic field in the
region of the detector target increases the detection
efficiency for muon processes. A pulsed proton beam
having a period of ≃2 µs, a pulse duration of ≃0.1 µs,
and a modulation depth of ≃10−9 aids in suppressing
background processes associated with the capture of
admixed negatively charged pions in the target. The
proposed approach makes it possible to increase the
intensity of muon beams used by several orders of
magnitude in relation to the existing experimental
level.

The new approach to searches for the above three
rare muon processes that is discussed here extends
the potential of the idea that we put forth in [6] and
which underlay the proposals for the experiments
in [7–11] (which were intended for searches of only
one process) via employing a beam-formation system
on the basis of an S-shaped solenoid with the aim
of obtaining an intense source of negatively charged
muons for (µ → e)-conversion searches and pos-
itively charged muons for µ → e + γ and µ → 3e
searches, as well as via making use of the same
set of units for a coordinate detector (tracker), a
calorimeter, and a scintillation hodoscope in searches
for three processes: (µ → e) conversion, µ → e + γ,
and µ → 3e (one merely rearranges the detectors in
order to meet the requirements of each individual ex-
periment). The detector structure formed by separate
units will allow adjustment to specific requirements of
each experiment and will render the facility substan-
tially cheaper. The detectors of the facility (tracker,
calorimeter, and hodoscope) must have a central zone
free from matter in order that muons stopped in the

target could reach the beam trap without undergoing
interaction. In order to ensure a reliable detection of
very rare muon processes, measured trajectories must
have two total rotations in the tracker. This condition
determines the minimum tracker length of 300 cm.
An estimate of the tracker momentum resolution
was obtained by means of a procedure for seeking
and reconstructing charged-particle momenta on the
basis of the Kalman method [13] with allowance for
physical processes in the detector and its special
features. The momentum resolution of the tracker is
σp = 0.17 for (µ → e) conversion and 0.26 MeV for
the (µ+ → e+ + γ) process. The momentum resolu-
tion for the sum of lepton momenta in the µ → 3e
process is σp = 0.33 MeV.

For each experiment, the triggering system of
the facility employs a calorimeter consisting of 2048
LYSO crystals [14, 15] 2 × 2 × 20 cm3 in size. The
shape of the calorimeter depends on a specific muon
process. In an experiment devoted to searches for the
(µ → e)-conversion process, the calorimeter consists
of four sections arranged symmetrically with respect
to the detector axis (see Fig. 1). The calorimeter
for searches for the µ+ → e+e−e+ process consists
of one section and features a free central zone for
letting the muon beam go to the trap (Fig. 2). In
experiments aimed at searches for the µ+ → e+ + γ
process, the calorimeter consists of eight sections
situated symmetrically with respect to the detector
axis (see Fig. 3).

For the intensity of the muon beam at the inlet
of the detector of the facility, a detailed simulation
of the muon source on the basis of the GEANT3
package [16] with allowance for the cross section
for pion production in the target, pion decay in the
magnetic field of the facility, and the capture of
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COMET 
Phase I ＆ Phase　II

• See Y. Yuan’s presentation for more details of 
the setup and physics goal 

• Phase-I sensitivity < 10
-14 

• The pion production target should be simple 
and robust to start the experiment timely

 

• Phase-II sensitivity < 10
-16 

• more time for R&D to achieve higher muon 
production efficiency 

• Metal target with active cooling 

• mu2e target R&D

5.3. MUON TRANSPORT 75

COMET Solenoids and Detectors

for the CDR

version 090609.001

Proton beam

Pion production target Radiation shield

Muon stopping target Beam blocker

DIO blocker

Beam collimator

Calorimeter Tracker

Late-arriving particle tagger

Capture solenoid

Muon beam transport solenoid

Detector solenoid

Muon target solenoid

Curved sepctrometer solenoid

Matching solenoid

Figure 5.14: Present design of the solenoid channel used in the tracking studies.

5.3.2.2 Dipole fields for drift compensation

To keep the center of the helical trajectories of the muons with reference momentum p0 in
the bending plane, a compensating vertical dipole field should be applied. The magnitude
of the compensating dipole field is given by

Bcomp =
1

qR

p0

2

!
cos θ0 +

1
cos θ0

"
, (5.6)

Phase I

Phase II

3.2kW in Phase I 
56kW in Phase II



COMET Phase-I Target
• Accept 8GeV 3.2kW proton beam 

• Produce and transport as many low-momentum muons 
as possible 

• 1-2 interaction length with an optimized diameter 

• Larger diameter reduces pion emission from the 
target 

• Simple & refractory  

• Radiation cooling rather than active cooling using 
water/gas to simplify the system 

• Graphite (IG-43) with 4cm diam. and 60cm length 

• Refractory material and so is tolerant to high 
temperature operation 

• Experience in T2K 



COMET Phase-I Target Design
• Radiation cooling 

• Support structure for Phase I 

• Same interface with Phase II target support 

• Graphite spoke & Titanium ring 

• Target Installation 

• Alignment & Replacement scenario 

• Monitor 

• Temperature censor and/or Infrared monitor 

• Possibility to use heavier material 

• SiC: 3.22 g/cm3 

• Preliminary study indicate more then 30% 
increase of muon stops in COMET Phase-I 
configuration



COMET Phase-II & mu2e 
Target Design

•  Target	–	located	inside	the	
Produc3on	Solenoid	(PS)	

Proton
	

Absorb
er	

Target	

PS	
M4	Beam

line	

C. Densham

tungsten target 
with helium cooling



Comments on Muon 
Transport

• Curved solenoid technology 

• COMET & Mu2e Muon Transport 

• MUSIC (Dai Tomono’s presentation on 
Friday) 

• Solenoid beam line study at PSI



Curved Solenoid Muon Transport

• Center of the 
charged particle 
helix drift depending 
on the charge and 
momentum 

• Momentum & 
charge selection
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COMET Curved Solenoid Installation



Solenoid Beam Line @ PSI



Summary
• Targets for high-intensity muon sources for cLFV experiments 

• Graphite target with radiation cooling have been used in many 
facilities 

• SiC 

• Future experiments (mu2e & COMET Phase II) will use metal 
target to achieve better pion production efficiency 

• Need active cooling 

• Muon transport should optimized accordingly


